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Take a breath let’s be aware
Take care of our vision of the future in the present
In our dream free to nurture the end of contempt
A constant voice in the heart laments
My mind knows what’s right my voice knows a place
A love filled beautiful space to replace ill feelings with those of bliss
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Shangri-la nirvana utopia youniversal words describe the nest
Good versus evil an illusory jest a soul’s retrieval of its nature is the best
Way to form one voice one choice understand it one planet
Is the only way to survive and live to give life take root grow strong
Bear fruit live long strive to prosper in a positive light ya’ll
In a positive light we will gain might
Insight will bring it on the level of benevolence
Nneeded to enhance this spiritual power this moment
Shouted from tower to tower dark times could be over
Well within the hour all we need to do is decide
The present is the place where we want to reside
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Is there a place (I know we’ll get there someday)
Is there a place (we can go there together through the stormy weather)
Is there a place (we’ll make it possible no matter what the stakes)
Is there a place (start realizing view “The Lost Horizon”)
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Take a step not to the past fast forward through the next door
Everybody do more peace is the option it is necessary
This feeling’s so deep it is pulmonary
Time for adoption of a life with harmony
Not just us but all sun filled creatures that give love feel love
Learn from us and teach us heal and trust us and beseech us
Music art and these words are my instruments
Dedicated to positive replenishment
Reiterate the message keep climbing the mountain of enlightenment
Push harder when you’re feeling frightened from it
Let the butterfly in your stomach guide you to the summit
In transformation to become it through the pain
You must train your brain to focus through its noisy corridors insane
Warriors of peace soldiers of unity we all must become undeniably
To achieve what we are dreaming where the youniverse is the church I pray in is there a
place is there a place where difference fades away
One Creator everybody let’s PRAISE

